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HESNI To Offer CHFM Prep Seminar on October 5

Would you like to become a Certified Healthcare
Facility Manager (CHFM)? HESNI can help you get
ready to take the CHFM exam at its preparatory
seminar, to be held 8am – 5pm at Edward Hospital,
801 South Washington Street, Naperville. This
full-day instructional program will outline all the
areas that test questions will touch on, areas you
should study, and pitfalls you need to avoid. The
cost is only $25 for HESNI members ($100 for nonmembers).
Instruction will be provided by Leo Gehring,
CHFM, FASHE. Leo has over 40 years in teaching,
consulting and operating in the healthcare
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facilities and construction field. Besides CEO of
Gehring Health Facility Resources, he serves as
a member of the ASHE Faculty teaching in the
Certified Healthcare Facility Manager, Healthcare
Construction Certificate and the Healthcare
Construction Project Management programs. He
also serves as a Senior Staff Consultant for Safety
Management Services (SMS) and a Senior Advisor
for Advanced Technologies Group (ATG). Leo was a
Consultant for Joint Commission Resources helping
healthcare teams reach successful performance
levels in the Environment of Care, Life Safety and
Emergency Management standards.

This seminar does not include the CHFM exam;
however, we will raffle away a number of
vouchers that will waive the exam fee for seminar
participants who are ASHE members. (As these
waivers were furnished by ASHE, winners must be
ASHE members.) Continental breakfast and lunch
(included in the registration fee) will be provided.
Sign up for this seminar online at www.hesni.org.
For questions or more information, contact Lamar
Davis, Membership Chair, at 312.526.2095 or lamar.
davis@accesscommunityhealth.net, or Steve
Kohon, Programs Chair, at 847.842.4891 or steven.
kohon@advocatehealth.com.
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4th Quarterly Meeting, October 17, to Review OSHA Hazmat & DOT Changes
HESNI’s 4th (and final) Quarterly
meeting in 2013 is scheduled to
get underway at noon, Thursday,
October 17, at St. Francis Hospital,
355 Ridge Avenue, in Evanston,
Illinois. In addition to our regular
luncheon and networking time,
we plan to offer an educational
presentation on “Hazmat
Regulation Changes: OSHA and
DOT.” The Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA)
recently changed the Hazard
Communication Standard with
significant updates to material
safety data sheets and chemical
labeling. In addition, the Joint
Commission is looking more closely

at hospital compliance with U.S.
Department of Transportation (DOT)
training for those signing manifests
for Hazmat shipment. This
presentation will outline the OSHA
changes and provide suggestions
for hospital compliance — as
well as review the DOT training
requirements.
The program will be presented by
Sue McLaughlin, MBA, FASHE,
CHFM, CHSP, Managing Director,
MSL Healthcare Consulting,
Inc. Ms. McLaughlin spoke on
this topic at ASHE’s 50th Annual
Conference this summer in Atlanta.
Sue is a nationally known speaker

in the field of healthcare safety,
regulatory compliance, and
emergency management, and has
authored numerous articles and
books on related topics. She is
an ASHE Fellow and a Certified
Healthcare Facility Manager, and
represents ASHE as chair of the
NFPA 99 technical committee
on Emergency Management and
Security. She is a former chair
of the NFPA Health Care Section
Executive Board.
Check out HESNI’s website for
information and to register online
for the 4th Quarterly Meeting. There
is no charge to attend.

Please Note New Contact Information
While we haven’t moved our office location, our contact information has recently changed. Please forward all future
HESNI mail and/or packages to:
HESNI, 9249 S. Cicero Ave., #727, Oak Lawn, IL 60454.
Please be sure to include the street address for packages and large envelopes. Regular envelopes may also be addressed to
P.O. Box 727, Oak Lawn, IL 60454. HESNI also has a new fax number, which is 708.310.6053.
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3rd Quarterly Meeting Draws Over 100 to Learn More about Medical Gas Inspections

Tim Helm describes medgas inspection code
changes.

The current requirement for medical gas
inspections can be unclear and confusing when
it comes to answering questions like what, how
often and by whom? Furthermore, information from
different organizations sometimes conflicts. Tim
Helm, President of DMI Medical, helped clarify
these and other points for members and guests
at our 3rd Quarterly Meeting, held Thursday,
September 12, in the auditorium at Northwest
Community Healthcare in Arlington Heights.
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Several members met at a local establishment afterwards for some
additional conversation and refreshments.

More than 100 meeting attendees heard Tim’s
presentation, “Medical Gas Inspections and
the 2012 NFPA-99 Code.” He discussed the
requirements from previous editions (reaching
back to 1999) through 2012 for inspections, and
clarified details about the 2012 code, including
mandatory training and equipment maintenance.

Sherman Texas. Tim is an ASSE 6030 & 6035
credentialed verifier and has a CMGV (Mgpho
credential). We are grateful to Tim as well as Tom
Johnson and Northwest Community Healthcare,
our meeting host, for the use of their facility for
this get together.

Tim Helm is a degreed engineer from Washington
University in St. Louis. He also holds degrees
in business and physics from Austin College in
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2nd Quarterly Meeting Puts Spotlight On Growing Natural Gas Industry

President Dave Dierking (right) with presenter Jesse Blair,
CenterPoint Energy Services

HESNI members and guests returned to the Aramark in Downers Grove on
Thursday, June 27, for the 2nd Quarterly Meeting. More than 70 guests came
to share lunch and some social time before heading into the auditorium for the
day’s educational program.
Jesse Blair, Pricing and Development Manager for CenterPoint Energy
Services, brought everyone up to date on changes and likely new trends in
energy development, supply and demand thanks to the growing use of natural
gas. Natural gas prices have been remained steady for a number of years,
due in part, for one thing, to rapidly changing technology, more efficient
drilling techniques and the extraction of natural gas from underground shale
formations. All of these are helping boost U.S. natural gas production and
increase our reserves. Jesse also discussed possible new uses for all this gas
both here at home and through exports overseas.
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Members visit during lunch.

We are grateful to Jesse and to CenterPoint Energy Services for their
outstanding presentation. We also must thank our 3rd Quarterly Meeting
sponsor, Gage Consulting Engineers.

2nd Quarterly Meeting sponsor
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HESNI Group and Individuals Honored at ASHE Conference
Several HESNI members were in Atlanta this summer to attend the 50th
Annual Conference of the American Society for Healthcare Engineering
(ASHE), July 21-24. Among them was HESNI President Dave Dierking,
MBA, CHFM, pictured here receiving a plaque honoring HESNI’s selection
as one of ASHE’s Platinum Level chapter affiliates. Presenting the plaque
is Tom Stewart, ASHE Region V Director. This is the third time HESNI has
earned the national’s top-level award in as many years. It indicates that
HESNI has met or exceeded the society’s most stringent requirements
in the areas of planning, administration, leadership, education and
membership. The Platinum award qualifies HESNI for a number of
waivers for certification testing, attendance at the 2014 ASHE Conference
in Chicago, ASHE publications and various promotional considerations.
Several HESNI board members accompanied Dave to Atlanta, including
York Chan, CHFM, CHC, SASHE, and John Maurer, CHFM, CHSP, SASHE,
both of whom were among the group of 15 people honored at the
Conference for earning ASHE’s “Senior Status (SASHE)” in 2013. ASHE’s
Senior Status is granted to active members who have demonstrated a
special commitment to the healthcare facilities management profession.
It recognizes their contributions in the areas of leadership, education and
publishing. Congratulations to both York and John, who have provided years
of excellent volunteer service at both the local and national levels. York is
Administrator of Facilities for Advocate Health Care. John is an Engineer for
The Joint Commission. We also thank everyone who played a role in helping
HESNI maintain its Platinum level chapter status for another year.

Dave Dierking (left) accepts ASHE Platinum Member plaque from Tom Stewart, Region V Director.
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Professional Affiliate of the Year – 2013
Wendy L. Peterson
Senior Account Manager; Health Care Specialist
Interior Investments, LLC

While membership in HESNI has introduced her to
new business partnerships, perhaps even more
valuable is all that it has taught Wendy Peterson
about the responsibilities, needs and challenges
of today’s healthcare facility managers. “HESNI
members know the core information about
healthcare facilities. That’s something you cannot
easily learn on your own, especially from cold
calling,” she said. It’s not only been a learning
experience since joining HESNI in 2006, but also a
fun one. “The people make it fun. Healthcare facility
people are fun to deal with,” she added.
Wendy joined Interior Investments, located in
northern Illinois and other Midwest states, in 2005.
The company provides furnishings for virtually every
space — from administration offices to patient rooms
and from auditorium to emergency room — inside the
hospital.
One of her clients at the time, Saliba Kokaly,
Swedish Covenant Hospital, brought Wendy to her
first HESNI meeting. It was a little overwhelming
and intimidating, knowing only one person in the
crowd gathered there. But each successive meeting
after that led to more and more introductions. While
HESNI provided an excellent networking opportunity,
Wendy has made a lot of good friends along the way.
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She is a participant at nearly every HESNI meeting,
Annual Conference and other events during the
year, often helping out as a volunteer in some way.
It might be helping plan and organize an event,
pitching in with a community service project, or
putting her photography skills to work as HESNI’s
official golf outing photographer. She has been there
for each event.
When she is not at work or at HESNI, Wendy is
a frequent competitor at marathons, triathalons
and iron man events. She recently completed the
“Iron Man 70.3” held in Muskoka, Ontario, Canada.
She also loves to travel, she said, and dreams of
attending next year’s World Cup in Brazil. If that
doesn’t pan out, however, she said she’ll settle
for going on a bicycle ride with fellow bicycle
enthusiasts and HESNI board members York Chan
and Craig McKenzie.
Wendy grew up in rural northern Wisconsin, near
Green Bay, but today is a city person residing in
downtown Chicago near Randolph Street and Lake
Shore Drive. She is also a member of ASHE.
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Facility Member of the Year – 2013
Greg Liedtka
Assistant Manager, Facilities Management
Elmhurst Memorial Hospital
Greg Liedtka could draw on his years of
experience as a stationery engineer (since
1981) when making the switch, for the first
time, to a hospital building (Rehabilitation
Institute of Chicago) in 1991. Over the years,
he has also benefitted from the knowledge,
experiences or even the sympathetic ear of
his peers in HESNI. They have been through
many of the same problems and situations.
“We commiserate. It’s nice to have these
lines of communications available,” he said.
For the past five years as a facilities
manager at Elmhurst Memorial Hospital,
Greg has been responsible for operation
of heating, ventilation and air conditioning
systems, emergency power, fire prevention
and other systems and equipment. The
regulatory compliance and paperwork, he
says, continue to grow, but he still finds the
work challenging and rewarding.
Greg has been active in HESNI since the
group’s reemergence several years ago.
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He credits George Mills with bringing him
in touch with HESNI. He rarely misses a
quarterly meeting, Annual Conference or
other HESNI event that provides him with
the opportunity to learn more and connect
with members.
He has also been a member of ASHE
through the years and still regularly follows
the society’s Listserve and blogs to keep
up with the changing industry and NFPA
news. A benefit as HESNI’s “Member of
the Year” that Greg really appreciated
was the opportunity to travel to Atlanta to
attend the ASHE Conference this summer
for the first time. He was impressed with
the gathering’s size and many educational
offerings.
Greg lives with his wife Pam and two
beagles (rescue dogs) in Franklin Park,
Illinois. Outside of work he enjoys
photography, hiking, travel and sightseeing
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Upcoming Events
CHFM Preparatory Course
Saturday, October 5, 2013
Edward Hospital
Naperville, Illinois
4th Quarterly Meeting
Thursday, October 17, 2013
St. Francis Hospital
Evanston, Illinois

Welcome to Our Newest Members
AFFILIATE MEMBERS

MEMBERS

Lee Ann Burkhart, AIA, LEED AP
TVS Design

Stuart Hampson, HEM, QXxP, CHFM
St. Joseph Hospital

Mel Cowen, CPE
Custom Contracting

Mark Leo
Mt. Sinai Hospital

Basil Damukaitis
Carroll Solutions

Phillip McDade III
Lurie Childrens Hospital

Paul Kozlowski
D+K Architects and Interiors

Constance Nestor
Presence Mercy Medical Center

Kevin McHugh
Windy City Representatives

Austin Rennick
Advocate Healthcare

Kenneth A. Monroe, PE, CHC
MPM Enterprises
Fred Schroeder
JC Restoration
Dawn M. Zancan
Klein and Hoffman
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